MUTUAL AGREEMENT AND UNDERSTANDING
Out of our experience of coordination, we have formulated the following agreement for all teams/
individuals who choose to serve with us. The purpose of the guidelines is to maintain the safety and
effectiveness of the team and our organization.
I/we understand that by joining a led2serve Service Journey, I/we are working together to achieve the goals of
building partnership, community development, sharing love and caring for others. By joining this Journey, I/we
commit to uphold, support and strengthen that mission and vision. I will respect the leadership and guidelines of
my Journey Leader(s).
I/we understand led2serves commitment: to facilitate the logistics of the trip which may including meals, lodging,
transportation, site set-up and to ensure that service project details are arranged.
In turn, I/we commit to maintain utmost respect for the vision of led2serve, its staff members, and the people and
partners throughout the Journey. I will conduct myself with high integrity and character with other team members
and community partners.
I/we understand that any additional costs incurred (such as extra trips to the airport, etc.), as a result of dismissal,
unplanned departures, or need to leave the trip early for any reason, will be my responsibility.
I/we will only perform activities that I am comfortable doing and will work at my own pace. I understand that my
participation may involve physical activity, contact with unfamiliar persons and travel to and from various
locations.
I/we understand that unless I have registered for a Service Mission Journey with a specific faith focus, some of my
team may or may not have a belief system similar to mine and will be from all walks of life. With this in mind I
will act respectfully towards those whom I am serving with.
I /we agree to not use foul or rude language, including jokes or any conversations that could be considered
harassment of any kind. I will use my free time in the community in a respectful way. I/we understand that if I am
of age, and choose to drink on a Journey, I will be respectful of the choices others make and will not overindulge.

Traveler:__________________________________________________________Date________________________
Please print name above and sign below
Traveler Signature:_____________________________________________________________________________

This form must be signed by the parent or legal guardian if the TRAVELER is under 18 years.
THE UNDERSIGNED, are the legal parents or guardians of the TRAVELER, referred to above, and agree(s) to
the foregoing RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND RESPONSIBILITY OF TRAVELER.
Parent/Guardian: (Print) ________________________________________________________

Signature: ______________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

